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What is the difference between moods and emotions
Medically reviewed by Akilah Reynolds, PhD — Written by Christal Yuen on January 27, 2021By now, you’ve heard that journaling is good for your mental health. Positive affect journaling specifically has been shown to help manage mental distress, boost overall well-being, and improve our
ability to do physical tasks. After all, what’s a better boost to working than the confidence to do it? Just me? OKAY.Share on PinterestPhotography courtesy of Christal YuenPositive affect journaling (PAJ) — sometimes called gratitude journaling — is pretty much how it sounds. A simplified
approach to expressive journaling, PAJ encourages you to write 15 to 20 minutes a day about the all the positives — the pluses, ups, and pros — of life and your experiences. It’s pretty much the daily practice of finding the silver lining.Plot twist: I tried positive journaling in the fiery timeline
of our Lord COVID-19 and found it incredibly invalidating to my own nonpositive emotions. If you’re like me, mood journaling might be the answer.Mood journaling is the act of logging your mood so you can recognize trends, triggers, and use of your energy. You can mood journal just by
logging how or what you felt. Or you can go more in-depth by naming your emotion and identifying what caused it, what resulted from it, and whether it was contextually appropriate.Your goals for mood journaling are personal. Maybe you want to discover what causes your emotions or
maybe you’re trying to understand your response to certain emotions.For me, it was learning what my emotions were.After many years of forcing positivity, 2020 was my final breaking point. In these trying times, employing toxic positivity was like looking for sunshine in an unwiped asshole.
The constant search pushed me toward emotional exhaustion, to a point where all I felt was bored… or so I thought.When I told my therapist that I “knew” there were feelings I should have but just couldn’t feel them, she replied, “Honey, that’s depression.” And I realized I didn’t know my
emotions at all.A common misconception is that depression only (or always) causes sadness but what it actually does is numb your emotional and motivational capacity.Specifically for me, depression showed up when there were feelings I didn’t want to feel. So, I would enter a state of
emotional numbness until my brain decided the coast was clear. It turns out not feeling anything actually meant I was hiding a lot of damn feelings.Beyond understanding my depression, the other benefits I gained after mood journaling for 6 months, included:For those who’re like, “This is
easy, I’ll just write down how I feel each day!” Good for you! Love your connection to your emotions, truly!But if you’re more like me, you may want to start with an emotional wheel to help identify your feelings. For example, when I first started mood journaling, I referred to Geoffrey Roberts’
Feelings Wheel to help me label and articulate my emotions.2. Choose a tracking methodYou’ll want a tracking chart that fits on one page so you can look back at it at the end of each month. I personally use my bullet journal and make a three column table with 31 rows (or less, depending
on the month) and just jot colors and notes down each day.Share on PinterestPhotography courtesy of Christal YuenGoogle spreadsheet works well or, if you’re an app person, there are also plenty of mood tracker apps out there.Note that while research shows apps are good for collection
and reflection of emotions, they may not be as helpful with actual logging. Personally, apps didn’t work for me because the way they categorized emotions didn’t resonant with how I felt them.3. Log it every dayOr at the very least, leave notes to yourself so that you can fill in the gaps at the
end of the week. It doesn’t have to take more than a minute, especially if you have a key/legend on your past emotions. For me, not filling out a day eventually became a sign of onset depression.Share on PinterestPhotography courtesy of Christal Yuen4. Review it at the end of the month
and make goals for the next monthFor the first couple of months, it was pretty shocking to do the math. I discovered I was depressed 56 to 65 percent of the time, anxious 48 percent, and stressed more than 50 percent of the time! I felt positive only about 15 to 19 percent of the time.Thanks
to therapy though, I’ve learned not to get caught up in thinking that the nonpositive emotions are bad. Instead of making “be happier” my goal, I sought to decipher why I was depressed/stressed/anxious so often. I journaled to keep note of my triggers and if I started to notice columns and
columns of depressed, I made more plans to practice self-care. Emotion regulation, baby.It all depends on which ones you want to track! A few mistakes I notice people get caught up in are:the need to track everythingto track what other people are trackingto bucket emotions the way other
people feel themNot everyone experiences emotions the same way. For me, I discovered that depression fits better under “bored” than it does under “sad.” Happiness also didn’t resonant for me so I tapped into calmer positive emotions, like relaxation, joy, and pride.To help me better sort
and understand my emotional processing, I also created my own emotion wheel. If you’ve gotten this far and feel psyched to decipher your personal emotional code, you might give this exercise a try! Here’s how to do it.1. Identify your most frequent emotions in a negative/positive categoryIt
may be easiest to start with emotions that feel polar opposites, although this isn’t always the case.Here’s an example:Positive Negative 2. Break down these 6 emotions into more granular categoriesYou don’t have to do this if you’re struggling to feel the exact words. I didn’t do this until 2
months in, when I realized that my anger had nuance, depending on the situation. For me, being able to name the nuance and get more specific was the key to letting my emotional flood gates go, and also in having supportive conversations with friends.When I was ready, I looked at my
core emotions and thought about past situations that brought up those feelings. I asked myself what made me feel that way.It might be helpful to use the phrase “When [SITUATION] happened, I felt [EMOTION].” For example, “When they didn’t invite me over, I felt rejected.” This emotion
goes in your second tier. Run this scenario several times for each core emotion until you feel like you’ve developed a language that can describe your day to day for a month.Here’s an example of how my emotions became more nuanced:3. Fill it into a wheel like the one below
(optional)Share on PinterestIllustration by Mekhi Baldwin4. Don’t get locked into your emotionsAfter 6 months of logging, I’ve since made adjustments along the way. Whether it was new emotions I wanted to explore more or new emotions that arose because of the news cycle, I revisit my
emotional wheel each month and decide how it may look or need to look for the next.Mood journaling is one of those activities where you may have to try it before you understand how it works (for you). I made the mistake of going in with an intention to feel a certain way (aka to feel better),
and it backfired by tripping up my ability to be authentic about the process. I advise taking a more observational and curious approach. Simply seeing what your natural emotional states are may improve mental health and communication, especially with your care providers.One of my
favorite benefits of mood journaling is that I’ve gotten more creative over time. What was originally an ugly page of white-out marks and X’s has evolved into pages of color that even make bad days fun to look at (when I’m in the mood).Christal Yuen is a senior editor at Greatist, covering all
things beauty and wellness. Find her musing about therapy on Twitter. Last medically reviewed on January 27, 2021 The suicides of two students from Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School, as well as the suicide of a father of a child killed at Newtown Elementary highlight how the shock
from a deep trauma remains long after for survivors.By John DonovanFear, an emotion aroused by an unfamiliar, sudden, or threatening situation, and usually accompanied by a desire or attempt to escape the danger or threat.By Discovery Fit and Health Writers The intimate connection
between body, mind and spirit has been known and honored in Eastern medicine for millennia. Learn more about how you can create emotional well being to help cure your ills.By Bobbie Lieberman In the last 24 hours, how many positive emotions did you feel? How many negative? The
ratio of positive to negative emotions could clue you in on how resilient you are to life’s stresses.Jane McGonigal, developer of the SuperBetter game designed to help you work towards your goals, offers some “power-ups” you can use to increase your positive emotion (PE) ratio. For
example:Press reset: Having a bad morning? Close your eyes for one minute. When you open them, imagine your day is starting over. Look to the future: For a quick jolt of optimism, think of something you’re looking forward to in the next 24 hours and a month from now.If your positivity
score is low, try physical power-ups like getting more sun.These little exercises could be the difference between a great day and a bad one.A 5-Minute Exercise That Will Boost Your Mood | The Huffington PostPhoto by torbakhopper. The longer I have been providing therapy, the more I’m
convinced that, along with acquiring the skills to walk and talk, a basic task of being human is to learn to manage our emotions. Sometimes, the ways that we regulate our feelings are helpful, while other times the way we manage them can be harmful to ourselves and others.How We Learn
to Manage our Emotions (Self-Regulate) As a baby, your caregivers were charged with providing comfort when you were teething, hungry, or needed changing. When you were in distress, your caregivers should have remained calm. When you looked to them, they’d essentially be saying,
“Don’t worry. I got this.” You would have been soothed, which in turn would calm your caregivers further, creating a positive feedback loop of mutual regulation, and all would be well once again.As a child, your parents were supposed to help you understand, express, and manage your
feelings. Let’s say you skinned your knee. Their first words should have been, “What happened!?” And as you told your story in between sobs, they should have responded with words of understanding, like, “Oh no! You were pushed down? That must have been scary!” And then the next
several minutes should have been spent providing you with a physical remedy and an emotional balm. Again, the feedback loop would occur, and you would have calmed down.As you grew, you would have naturally internalized this repeated mutual regulation process. This is what leads to
the ability to self-regulate.But if you were met with indifference (“It’s just a scratch. Whaddya crying about?”) or with horror (like it was the worst thing in the world), the mutual regulation process — and therefore self-regulation — would have been interrupted. And if your parents abused or
neglected you, learning to self-regulate would be difficult if not impossible.What Happens if You Didn’t Learn How to Self-Regulate? If you didn’t learn to self-regulate, you most likely developed a particular set of coping strategies. These are unique to each person. They serve a very
important function and are generally difficult to change.Certain childhood coping mechanisms can be helpful from the get-go, such as focusing on school or participating in sports. But other coping strategies to deal with difficult emotions might be less helpful in the long run. Here are four
examples of how you might have reacted when your parents were fighting:Ran into your bedroom and put in your ear buds to drown them out.Found solace in cake and cookies.“Acted out,” which is an unconscious attempt to get your parents to stop arguing by turning their attention toward
you.Intervened by directly stepping in to get your parents to stop.In adulthood, these same four examples from childhood can evolve into a more advanced form of the same strategies, such as a tendency to: Run away from conflict, either physically or by activities such as playing video
games or texting with your ex.Indulge in self-destructive behavior such as overeating, excessively gambling, or abusing drugs and alcohol.Act out in ways such as lashing out at people or trying to control others.Avoid conflict by going along with others’ decisions when you don’t really want
to.Ironically, your coping strategies can make your long-term circumstances worse, in part because you can become more and more overwhelmed at the mere thought of having these daunting feelings, let alone expressing them. What Are Your Triggers?Even the most calm, level-headed
individual may have trouble managing their feelings in periods of great uncertainty and confusion. And due to the times we’re living in, at least occasional emotional dysregulation should be expected.In regard to learning how to better regulate your emotional responses, you need to know
what your triggers are and how they originated. Knowing this can not only lead to better regulation, but you can control your anxiety and other secondary emotional responses.Triggers exist because you have a pre-existing sensitivity (i.e., a button) to certain situations and the feelings they
bring. You can discover your triggers by looking at where you “overreact” to situations. We don’t all have trouble with the same emotions. Some people have trouble with anger, others want to avoid feeling fear or helplessness, and many others don’t want to feel pain or sadness. To illustrate,
let’s say that you’re seeing a therapist and you say, “I don’t like it when other therapists come to the waiting room to get their patients and I’m the last one to be brought in.”The therapist should ask, “Is this feeling familiar?” Inevitably, you’ll find that it comes from past public humiliations, like
always being chosen last on sports teams or your parents repeatedly forgetting to pick you up at school. You naturally want to avoid feeling humiliated or abandoned. Please note that you don’t need to have a “right” to your feelings. It’d be great if we could choose our emotional responses.
However, you’re not responsible for your feelings, but you are responsible to them, and you can only choose how to respond to them once they come up.Seven Ways to Learn to Self-Regulate This leads to seven ways that you can learn to self-regulate, respond to your emotions differently,
and replace old coping strategies. 1. Consider the “No wonder!” Goal To continue the above example, once you understand why you have an aversion to being chosen last, you can say, “NO WONDER why I hate being the last person in the waiting room. There’s nothing wrong with me. Our
gym teacher should have never let other students pick their teams (a dumb idea in my humble opinion), and my parents should have picked me up from school on time. Furthermore, they should have helped me to understand and accept my emotions rather than dismissing me.” 2. Stop
Trying to Get Rid of Your Unwanted Emotions Trying to rid yourself of uncomfortable emotions does not work. In fact, it only generates more uncomfortable feelings. As noted earlier, feelings come up — you literally have no control over them. Learn to tolerate them more. Eventually, you can
accept them. 3. Reduce the Misery IndexThe misery index is the distance between how you feel and how you think you should feel. Closing the gap means saying, “Good or bad, right or wrong, it’s how I’m responding right now.” Rather than falling into a shame spiral, which can lead to
feeling depressed and anxious, you can validate and accept your emotions, which come from a very young part of your brain and are never ridiculous. 4. Recognize That Your Only Recourse Is to Change Your Behavior One way I define being a grown up is being able to separate your
feelings from your behavior. It’s a lifelong process and — like self-actualization — you can never grow up 100%. But you can continue to work on it. Passive-aggressive coping strategies are simply a way of expressing your feelings indirectly. They include the Silent Treatment, asking
numerous questions (when you’re challenging someone), and accusations. These actions may help you to self-regulate momentarily, but they also destabilize relationships. Try to be more direct. Start your communication with “When you did… I felt…” 5. Take “The Pause” To selfregulate, it’s important to take the pause, also known as, “Don’t just do something, sit there!” Before responding to emotional triggers, take a moment. Literally take a breath or two. You may need as little as five seconds. Sometimes, it’s best to take a bit longer, maybe even sleeping on it
before you react. Recognize, sort out, and organize your feelings before responding. 6. Learn to Trust You may be wondering why this suggestion is included. Changing your coping strategies requires something you may be most afraid of: Being vulnerable. Despite the fact that your coping
mechanisms came about in response to your past, try to stretch by becoming more open with others. Part of why you developed coping strategies is because you think that other person might ridicule you, get mad, ignore you, or — even worse — leave you. Therefore, consider starting out
small, using the words, “This makes me uncomfortable,” rather than getting into your specific feelings about something that bothers you. 7. Be Willing to Change Your Coping StrategiesThis is a tall order. I sometimes think of growth and maturing as “tool replacement.” Take a good look at
your maladaptive coping mechanisms and learn how to replace them with helpful ones. Know that it took you years to develop and solidify your coping strategies, and it will take a while — as well as resources such as a 12-step program, therapy, and reading self-help books and articles —
to replace them. I wish I could be more specific and that there was a recipe for this. But because you are unique and your combination of coping mechanisms are unique, I’m only asking you at this moment to be willing. And know that with awareness and willingness, you’re half-way toward
making the changes you want to see.Emotions are an essential and natural part of life, and as you learn the basic task of regulating them in new, healthier ways, you’ll be empowered to use new coping strategies that will make you stronger, control your anxiety, and strengthen your
relationships. what is the difference between emotions and moods what are the basic emotions and moods. what is the difference between emotions feelings and moods. what is the difference between moods and feelings. are moods and emotions the same
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